INSTRUCTIONS

Story Exchange
The Moving Lives Minnesota Story Exchange is an
interactive activity for two people to share
conversation about their personal connections to
immigration and origin. Whether it's between two
family members or two complete strangers, our
hope is that Story Exchange provides an
opportunity for both to learn more about each
other’s connected histories.
Moving Lives Minnesota: Stories of Origin & Immigration

Conversation partners will take turns reading and sharing
their response to one of the prompts
After both participants share a reponse to a question, each
participant will write down their own answers in the empty
boxes provided on their placemat

HOW TO SUBMIT
Participants read and sign release below
If under 18, please include signature of a parent/guardian
Scan or photograph front and back sides of page
E-mail to Kevin Yang at kyang@tpt.org
Activity sheet will be featured on the MLMN social sites

We are a project exploring the histories of the many communities who have moved through and to Minnesota. Whether or
not you call Minnesota home, our project believes that by

Follow us for more content:

understanding and sharing our stories of immigration and
origin, we are better able to build empathy and strengthen
connections with one another.
MovingLivesMN.org

@MovingLivesMN

@MovingLivesMN

MEDIA RELEASE
I grant permission to share my story with Moving Lives Minnesota
and TPT.
NEA Big Read is a program of the National Endowment for the Arts
in Partnership with Arts Midwest. NEA Big Read in the St. Croix Valley
is hosted by ArtReach St. Croix and regional partners. Learn more at
ArtReachStCroix.org

Signature
*terms and conditions available at: tinyurl.com/movinglivesmnlegal

MOVING LIVES Story Exchange
Name:

What is your relationship to
one another?

What are some words you
would use to describe home?

City:

When did you or your
ancestors first arrive in
the United States?

Conversation Partner:
Date:

What do you know about you or your ancestor’s journey to
where you live now?

DEFINITIONS
Immigrant: A person
who has moved from
one country to another

What are some traditions that connect you to your places of origin?

Native: Having
historical and/or
cultural origins to an
area
Origin: Self-defined
places of beginning.
Could be a place of
birth, where one was
raised, a culturally
significant location,
ancestral homeland,
etc. Can be specific
locations or broad
regions.

Draw an important artifact or object in your family’s history

What is something
important you learned
about each other during
this exchange?

